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Ʉ waŋʉ hʉn gɨ 
kurkutu  
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Kurkutu happɨ wus 
swaya.   
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Ʉ waŋʉ hońa ko 
yanńapp man a 
dapp. “Tɨga wal,” 
końapp ko.  
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Gɨ donɨ, happ 
kisakis. “Dan̄ɨ tɨ,” 
koe ko.  
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Ʉ hay końapp ko  
“Ayilgɨga tɨ gan̄ɨ 
selgɨ selǃ”  
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Happ shɨ, dae aya 
bɨle yile sela ay 
swaya.  
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Gɨ don, kʉ pɨta 
tɨɨbe wal.  
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Kka dushńa kka e 
wala dapp.  
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English Translation: 

The fox and the dove 

1. The dove sat in a tree. 

2. The fox came and asked her for one of her 

children. “Give me a child,” he said. 

3. But she refused and said to him: “I will not 

give one to you.” 

4. He told her: “If you do not give me one, I 

will climb up to you.” 

5. As for her, she didn’t know that he could 

not climb trees. 

6. Hence, she threw a child to him. 

7. So he devoured her child.  
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Amharic Translation: 

እርግብና ቀበሮ  
1. አንድ ግዜ እርግብ ዛፍ ላይ ተቀምጣ ነበር።  

2. ቀበሮ መጣና ከልጆችሽ መሀል “አንዱን ልጅሽን ስጪኝ” 

አላት።   

3. እርግብም በሃሳቡ ባለመስማማት “አንድም አልሰጥም” ብላ 

መለሰችለት። 

4. ቀበሮም “አንድም ካልሰጠሽኝ ዛፉ ላይ እወጣለሁ” አላት። 

5. እርግብ ግን ቀበሮ ዘፍ ላይ መውጣት እንደማይችል 

አላወቀችም ነበር። 

6. ሰለዚህ ለጇን ወረወረችለት።  

7. ልጇንመ በፍጥነት በላባት። 

 




